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Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2901: Suppressing a City, Entire Army Sudden Raid! 

This was the Heaven One army’s first time going out of Absolute Heaven in thousands of years! 

With 100 thousand soldiers, each carried a feeling of novelty and even more a strong sense of pride. 

We are the first batch out of Absolute Heaven! 

It turns out that outside of Absolute Heaven, there is such scenery! 

There were many among them who even had tears run down their cheeks. 

“It’s been more than 5000 years. I finally set foot in my homeland! Sniff sniff … Thank you so much, 

Master Ye!” 

A True Sovereign Heaven prostrated down to Ye Yuan, shedding tears of gratitude. 

He went to the Absolute Heaven Barrier back then and originally thought that he could never hope to 

return to his homeland again. 

He did not expect that today, he actually went out of Absolute Heaven! 

The Absolute Heaven Barrier was a powerful barrier, it blocked the blood race’s irons hoofs, but did it 

not block countless Heaven One martial artists too? 

All along, there were large numbers of blood race troops stationed outside of the passageways. 

But, after South Qi’s great victory, there were no more bloodkins outside of the passageways. 

Only then did they have the chance to go out of Absolute Heaven. 

An army of 100 thousand went forth in mighty contingents, rushing until they were under Giant Net 

City! 

The blood race was stunned! 

Did South Qi’s people go mad? Bloodpromise stood on top of the city walls. Looking at Feng Xiaotian, he 

laughed loudly and said, “Feng Xiaotian, is your head spoiled? To actually dare come and invade Giant 

Net City?” 

Feng Xiaotian said coolly, “Bloodpromise, today is your hour of doom!” 

Bloodpromise laughed loudly and said, “Alright, bring it on! This seat wants to see what you’ll use to kill 

me!” 

Giant Net City did not have a city protecting grand array. 

But it was naturally impossible for the blood race to not have any methods when they built a giant city. 

In reality, the materials used to build Giant Net City were all specially manufactured by the blood race. 
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Once there were enemies that came to invade, it could erupt with formidable power and could even cut 

down Emperor Realms! 

The power was not the slightest bit weaker than a grand array! 

This thing was called the Light of Blood Eye! “Bloodpromise, you piece of trash, this liege is here. Why 

haven’t you knelt down to welcome me!” Ye Yuan said in a clear voice. 

Seeing Ye Yuan, Bloodpromise’s two eyes turned red at once. 

It was true that when two enemies met, their eyes blazed with hatred! 

How many losses had he suffered at this guy’s hands? 

By the side, City Lord Su Mu even had monstrous blood energy surging to the sky, wishing to tear Ye 

Yuan to shreds alive. 

His good friend, Bloodsword, was killed because of a word from Ye Yuan! 

At that time, he only felt that having offended Blood Divine Son His Highness, he was helpless too. 

However, who knew that this fellow was actually Ye Yuan! 

Younger Brother Bloodsword, you died so unjustly! 

“Pffft!” Bloodpromise spurted out a mouthful of old blood once more. 

In this Giant Net City, he had been humiliated by Ye Yuan several times! 

Now, this guy actually still came to anger him! 

“Ye Yuan, you dare go out of the Absolute Heaven Barrier? This seat will definitely kill you today!” 

Bloodpromise’s two eyes were bright red as he said. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Trash is trash. You’re nothing at all in my eyes! You Jin, you killed our 

Hegemon Edgeless. Today, I’ll have you repay a blood debt in blood!” 

At this time, You Jin was standing on top of the city walls too. 

Hearing Ye Yuan’s words, he immediately understood in his heart. 

The Heaven One army came for him! 

A hint of a sneer surfaced at the corners of his mouth. This bunch of guys was also underestimating 

Hegemon Realms too much! 

Hegemon Realm, even if it was a seriously wounded Hegemon Realm, they were also not what a bunch 

of ants could provoke! 

He looked at Ye Yuan and said coolly, “Alright, this seat … is waiting for you!” 

Bloodpromise even laughed mockingly and said, “Reckless and blind thing! You really think that having 

become the Blood Divine Son, you’re very impressive? Hegemon Realms are existences that you cannot 

imagine!” 



“Oh, is that so? Then … I’m coming! Attack the city!” 

Suddenly, Ye Yuan roared. Over 100 thousand troops rushed in like a swarm of hornets. 

A hint of a cruel smile already flashed across the corners of Bloodpromise’s mouth. 

After the Light of Blood Eye erupted, it will be considered pretty good if half of your 100 thousand 

strong army can survive! 

Emperor Realms will have to die in swathes too! 

This is your final trump card, right? 

If all of them died here, will those Hegemons be in a lot of pain? 

Thinking up to here, Bloodpromise and You Jin were both incomparably delighted. 

South Qi’s great battle was seriously lost too oppressively! 

However, they never dreamed that the Heaven One army actually ran over on their own accord to seek 

death! 

One had to know, right now, there were still 300 thousand troops in Giant Net City! 

Although these people were much worse compared to those elites, under the help of the Light of Blood 

Eye, it was still more than sufficient to finish off these 100 thousand Heaven One elites! 

In reality, just the Saint Sovereign Heavens and True Sovereign Heavens within the jurisdiction of Giant 

Net City, the numbers already reached as high as several million. 

But Heaven One’s raid was seriously too sudden. Giant Net City did not have time to summon everyone 

to join the battle at all. 

Presently, there was only a standing army of 300 thousand in the city. 

However, it would suffice! 

Feng Xiaotian took the lead, bringing a group of Emperor Realms and rushing straight for Bloodpromise. 

The 100 thousand strong army also rushed toward the top of the city walls. 

Right at this time, Giant Net City erupted with a bloody light that rose to the sky, giving people a hair-

raising feeling. 

An astonishing crisis welled up in everyone’s hearts. 

But their speed did not reduce in the slightest! 

Because Ye Yuan told them that they did not need to be scared. They should count on him for 

everything! 

If someone else said these, they would definitely turn their noses up in disdain! 

But with Ye Yuan saying this, they believed without a shadow of a doubt! 



This person had created an unprecedented great victory and created countless miracles! 

Not believing in him, who else could you believe in? 

When Bloodpromise saw this, he laughed loudly and said, “A bunch of fools, could it be that Ye Yuan 

didn’t tell you guys that Giant Net City has the Light of Blood Eye? Die, fools!” 

However, a figure jumped up onto the top of the city walls first! 

Following that, an even more terrifying aura directly erupted. 

This was origin blood energy! 

Its degree of terror made even the bloodkins shudder! 

Then, the terrifying Light of Blood Eye actually directly retreated! 

When Bloodpromise saw this scene, his two eyes could not help going black, nearly fainting 

Even Hegemon You Jin’s pupils constricted too. 

I … F*ck me! 

The Light of Blood Eye completely did not dare to erupt in front of the blood origin that the mother 

stone bestowed! 

The Light of Blood Eye was directly suppressed back by the origin aura that Ye Yuan erupted with! 

In reality, Ye Yuan already sensed this Light of Blood Eye at Giant Net City. 

This Light of Blood Eye was actually about the same as Heaven Absolute Blood Emperor City’s. 

It was just that the Light of Blood Eye here was much weaker. 

Ye Yuan had once attempted to slightly release a hint of blood origin aura. 

As a result, these Light of Blood Eye feared him like a tiger! 

At that time, Ye Yuan determined that his origin of blood could suppress Giant Net City’s Light of Blood 

Eye! 

Giving thanks to the Chaos Bloodstone, this wisp of blood origin was really useful! “Pffft!” 

Bloodpromise spurted out another mouthful of old blood, he felt like he was almost dying! 

Mother stone, don’t scam your descendants like this! 

Isn’t this killing people? 

In reality, even Hegemon You Jin also did not know how strong the blood origin in Ye Yuan’s body was. 

At least, Hegemon You Jin was unable to suppress the Light of Blood Eye! 

But Ye Yuan could! 

It was because the origin of blood in his body was the most fundamental and purest origin of blood! 



One had to know, the entire blood race was created by the mother stone. 

In Bloodpromise’s heart, a myriad of curses galloped across. 

The blood race was actually scammed by the mother stone! 

When the Heaven One army saw the Light of Blood Eye being suppressed, their imposing momentum 

skyrocketed significantly! 

Feng Xiaotian and the rest of the Emperor Realms were wildly ecstatic too! 

Honestly speaking, they more or less still had some misgivings before this. 

The blood race’s methods were impossible to guard against. 

But now, their misgivings were all gone! 

Looking at Bloodpromise’s expression, everyone knew that he was extremely surprised too. 

The Blood Divine Son was indeed different! 

Ye Yuan was really the savior that Heaven sent to save Heaven One! 

Impressive! 

Hegemon You Jin’s gaze turned slightly dark. He was going to take action! Although seriously injured, it 

was still not a problem to deal with the likes of Feng Xiaotian. 

But right at this time, a figure landed not far from him and said coolly, “You Jin, your opponent is me!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2902: Creating Another Shocking Victory! 

 “Li Clearcloud? You actually haven’t died under the Dao tribulations! Huhu, just the likes of you also 

want to kill me?” You Jin looked at the arrival, full of disdain. 

He naturally knew Li Clearcloud. In reality, the two had fought many times. 

But in the end, You Jin was still one step ahead, stepping into Hegemon Realm. 

Li Clearcloud was still blocked outside the door of Hegemon Realm until now. 

With regards to Li Clearcloud, You Jin was naturally disdainful. 

Li Clearcloud said coolly, “If you were at your prime, I’m naturally not your match. But ... since you’re 

seriously wounded by the Absolute Heaven Barrier’s power, this is a god-sent opportunity to kill you!” 

You Jin said disdainfully, “No matter how seriously injured, this seat is a Hegemon too! You, a trash who 

can’t even reach Hegemon, want to kill me too?” 

Li Clearcloud said coolly, “Wouldn’t you know after trying!” 

Finished saying, Li Clearcloud pointed a finger, the power of origin came rolling in! 

The terrifying pressure made everyone’s expression change drastically. 
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Among them, it naturally included You Jin! 

He had a look of horror as he said, “Nine origins! You ... You actually comprehended nine origins!’ 

Li Clearcloud ignored You Jin’s horror and pointed a tyrannical finger at You Jin. 

Divine ability, Nine Absolutes Life-Seizing Finger! 

You Jin was horrified, blood energy in his body surging to the sky, desperately wanting to stop this 

finger. 

The composure just now had disappeared without a trace. 

What replaced it was a look of alarm and fear. 

Boom! 

The bloody light on You Jin’s body directly had a large hole punched through by Li Clearcloud, his entire 

person being pierced through 

This finger was fearsome to the extreme. 

It was also Ye Yuan’s first time seeing Li Clearcloud attack. It was truly breathtaking to the extreme. 

This was probably the number one person under Hegemon, right? 

“Is this a divine ability? Indeed amazing! Presently, I have the power of origin in my body too. I wonder if 

I can comprehend a divine ability or not!” 

Ye Yuan looked at Li Clearcloud, who was practically poking a hole in the sky. His thoughts could not 

refrain from flying elsewhere. 

Divine abilities were the martial techniques used by Hegemon Realm powerhouses, the power 

formidable to the extreme. 

Although Li Clearcloud was not Hegemon Realm yet, he comprehended nine origins. His strength could 

virtually rival some of the weaker Hegemon Realms already. 

For Ye Yuan to dare come and kill a Hegemon, his greatest reliance was naturally Li Clearcloud. 

However, not all Hegemon Realms could comprehend a divine ability. 

Divine abilities were somewhat similar to the true spirit race’s innate divine abilities. 

It was just that origin powerhouses needed a lucky chance to comprehend divine ability. Hegemon 

Realms with divine abilities, their strength was naturally a great deal stronger than Hegemon Realms 

without divine abilities. 

Li Clearcloud already grasped a divine ability in the origin realm. It truly took everyone’s breath away. 

When Feng Xiaotian saw this scene, he also muttered, “That’s a true divine ability technique! Once 

Brother Clearcloud enters Hegemon Realm, he’d likely be able to instantly kill same rank Hegemons! 

Impressive! Impressive!” 



“That’s a divine ability? How strong!” 

“Shattered a Hegemon Realm with one finger, really too impressive!” 

“Heh heh, today’s battle, we’re destined to shock the world!” 

...... 

Swoosh! 

A surge of blood light rose to the sky. You Jin was going to escape! 

Li Clearcloud laughed heartily and chased after with a lunge. 

It was only to hear extremely terrifying fighting sounds coming over from the horizon, making people 

quake in their boots. 

And over here, it was virtually a one-sided massacre! 

Blood light shone brightly on Ye Yuan’s body, charging into the army all by himself, akin to a no man’s 

land. 

His thick accumulations erupted. After breaking through to True Sovereign Heaven, he charged to peak 

lower True Sovereign Heaven in one stroke. 

Under grand completion True Sovereign Heaven, few were his match. 

When Ye Yuan was still only upper Saint Sovereign Heaven back then, he was already invincible in Saint 

Sovereign Heaven. 

Now, he was naturally even more powerful. 

And he drained two blood pools in succession. His bloodline power was already strong until it was 

incapable of further increase too. 

Under a punch, even if it was a True Sovereign Heaven, they would be directly one-shotted too. 

With him around, the fights below Emperor Realm seemed to go much more smoothly, especially since 

this 100 thousand strong army was Heaven One Alliance’s elite martial artists to begin with! 

As soon as the army arrived, they swept away all obstacles in the way. 

It was the Emperor Realm fights that appeared a little worrisome. 

But at this time, Feng Xiaotian similarly had an unparalleled divine might, fighting until Bloodpromise 

vomited blood repeatedly. 

Just as Ye Yuan expected, after consecutive battles, the blood race’s Emperor Realms had similarly 

suffered heavy losses. 

But on Heaven One’s side, many new fresh blood were injected. 

On the Emperor Realms’ side, it was still Heaven One who occupied an absolute advantage. 

The conclusion seemed to already have been destined! 



While at this time, in the Absolute Heaven Barrier, the Hegemons had lost composure! 

Receiving the news that came over from South Qi Giant City, Hegemon Cloudmount was virtually going 

nuts. 

“This little scoundrel, is he mad? The power of the Light of Blood Eye, even Emperor Realm 

powerhouses can’t withstand it too! He led this 100 thousand strong army. Isn’t it going to court death? 

Moreover, no matter how injured a Hegemon Realm is, that’s also a Hegemon Realm! Li Clearcloud, that 

bastard, actually accompanied Ye Yuan to go crazy together! I-It’s angering this seat to death!” 

Hegemon Realm Cloudmount let loose a torrent of abuse. 

This bunch of guys actually directly went out of the Absolute Heaven Barrier without even giving any 

heads-up! The previous victory was by relying on the power of the city protecting grand array. 

Did these damn things really think that they were invincible under the heavens? 

“Humph! Old Man Cloudmount, fine disciples that you’ve taught! It’s fine if they die, but if this army of 

100 thousand is lost, your Extreme Medicine Sect will become a sinner!” Hegemon Blacksun’s voice 

came over. 

Hegemon Cloudmount’s face turned black, but this time, he surprisingly did not rebut. 

Divine Lord was full of anxiety as he said, “This battle, even if we win, it will be a pyrrhic victory too! 

Many people have never experienced the prowess of the Light of Blood Eye. With the enhancement of 

the Light of Blood Eye, Giant Net City’s 200 thousand strong army will become ferocious savages! This 

time, Feng Xiaotian and Ye Yuan are really messing around too much!” 

Hesitating for a moment, Hegemon Pinespring said, “Master, Little Junior Brother was once the blood 

race’s Blood Divine Son. He should understand the blood race’s tricks a little. Perhaps he has a way to 

deal with the Light of Blood Eye?”. 

“Huhu, Light of Blood Eye, even if it’s us Hegemons, we can only forcefully destroy it too. It can’t be 

suppressed at all! Can he, a measly little True Sovereign Heaven, really overturn the heavens?” 

Hegemon Blacksun said with a cold smile. 

“What Brother Blacksun said is right! Ye Yuan has indeed created many miracles, but this time, it’s too 

reckless! I heard that going out of Absolute Heaven this time was him strongly pushing for it. How 

preposterous!” another Hegemon said. 

“In my view, Ye Yuan has probably let the consecutive victories get to his head! Right now, he probably 

already doesn’t even know what he’s surnamed, right? Blood Divine Son, huhu, what a great title!” 

...... 

The group of Hegemons was extremely furious at this time. 

South Qi Giant City actually went to attack arbitrarily without even giving any notification. 

It was simply not showing them, these Hegemons, any respect! 

Over 100 thousand elites! 



Once they died at Giant Net City, the consequences were simply unimaginable! 

Facing such a circumstance, Hegemon Cloudmount felt tremendous pressure too. 

These few days, he really showed off to the extreme. 

Who knew that in a blink of an eye, Ye Yuan sold him out! 

Furthermore, Li Clearcloud, this scoundrel, actually accompanied Ye Yuan, a little fellow, to mess 

around! 

Right at this time, a figure sped over from the horizon. 

“Giant Net City great victory! Giant Net City great victory! Hegemon You Jin was killed! An astonishing 

great victory!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2903: Hegemons Shocked! 

 “You Jin … is dead?” Divine Lord muttered to himself and did not come back to his senses for some 

time. 

The Absolute Heaven Barrier that was still kicking up a great fuss earlier instantly became quiet. 

Hegemon Blacksun even felt his face burn fiery hot. Just now, he condemned Ye Yuan the hardest, 

wishing to go down in person to smack Ye Yuan to death. 

But now … You Jin was actually dead! 

This was the first blood race Hegemon Realm that died since the Absolute Heaven Barrier was 

established! 

This significance was too great! 

“Dead! Dead until he can’t be deader! Hegemon You Jin died, Bloodpromise escaped with heavy injuries, 

killed more than 30 blood race Emperor Realms, and 130 thousand people below Emperor Realm! While 

we only lost less than 3000 men! This battle’s result is even more glorious than South Qi’s great victory!” 

Zang Feihong’s entire body trembled agitatedly. When he received the war report, he thought that he 

had heard wrongly. 

This was too miraculous! 

Originally, South Qi’s great victory was already a battle result that he could not imagine. 

But this time, a Hegemon was actually killed! 

Killing a Hegemon, the significance was extraordinary. 

Forget about 300 thousand troops; even if it was 30 million troops, 300 million troops, it could not 

match up to a Hegemon Realm in importance too! 

How many Saint Sovereign Heavens did the blood race have? 
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In a Giant Net City, there were eight million taking part in the hundred sons battle! 

Three continents, Saint Sovereign Heavens were calculated in hundreds of millions! 

But, among so many Saint Sovereign Heavens, not a single Hegemon Realm could emerge too! 

One had to know, in these few thousand years, the blood race merely produced five Hegemon Realms 

too. 

It could be seen how much importance a Hegemon Realm held! 

Now, a Hegemon Realm had actually fallen. How could Zang Feihong not be agitated? 

Divine Lord felt that even his breathing had become ragged. 

A powerhouse like him, what kind of violent storm and wave had he not seen before? 

But this time, he was really shocked! 

“Less than 3000 people died? This … How is this possible? The blood race’s Light of Blood Eye is 

comparable to our city protecting grand array! S-So few people actually died?” Divine Lord felt that his 

worldview had been completely subverted. 

Zang Feihong said agitatedly, “Ye Yuan obtained blood origin from god knows where. The moment his 

blood origin activated, the Light of Blood Eye was directly suppressed! Then … it was a massacre! Li 

Clearcloud faced-off against the heavily wounded You Jin, fought fiercely for a day and night, and finally 

cut him down!” 

When all the Hegemons heard it, it was as if they were listening to a book from heaven. 

Blood origin! 

Directly suppressed! 

You have got to be kidding! 

“W-Where did he get blood origin? Furthermore, even if there’s blood origin, it can’t suppress the Light 

of Blood Eye too, right?” Divine Lord felt that his brain could not quite wrap itself around it. 

Zang Feihong smiled bitterly and said, “About this, I don’t know. Your Excellencies had better go ask him 

personally.” 

“Hahaha …” 

Before Zang Feihong’s voice faded, Hegemon Cloudmount’s unbridled laughter spread out. 

Too satisfying! 

Just earlier, he even had the thought of running to the blood race to go and risk his life. 

Who would have thought that there would be a turnaround! 

His two disciples actually gave him such massive good news! 

Hearing Hegemon Cloudmount’s laughter, the other Hegemons shut up sensibly. 



This face-slapping was too freaking resounding! 

Just now, everyone was berating Ye Yuan bitterly, saying it like Ye Yuan was a fool who was 

overambitious and unrealistic. 

In the end, they were slapped wildly. 

Overambitious and unrealistic? 

Try killing a Hegemon Realm by being overambitious! 

“You all, this bunch of fellows, you wished to drown Your Father in spittle just now! Now, do you have a 

feeling of getting slapped in the face? Which of Your Father’s disciples aren’t talents that shock the 

world? Forget about your disciples; you people assume airs every day. Have you killed an Hegemon 

Realm before? Mn? Sending troops out of South Qi, sweeping across Giant Net, satisfying! Satisfying! 

Hahaha …” 

Hegemon Cloudmount felt refreshed to the extreme, wishing to slap the faces of the others. 

It was just that he had forgotten, just now, he had rebuked Ye Yuan and Li Clearcloud too. 

However, there was already no one who cared about this. 

All the Hegemon Realms were shocked by this shocking great victory. 

…… 

It was still Ye Yuan’s first time entering the Absolute Heaven Barrier. He could not help marveling in 

amazement. 

Combining the power of dozens of Hegemon Realms, this Absolute Heaven Barrier was truly built with 

superlative craftsmanship, its power boundless. 

If not for the Hegemons intentionally letting him in, even if it was an origin powerhouse, they would be 

ground to dust by this power too. 

Suddenly, one illusory figure after another appeared around him, instantly giving him enormous 

pressure. 

Dozens of Hegemon Realms, what kind of terrifying power was this! 

Although, in reality, these were all a wisp of clones from the Hegemons. 

Ye Yuan felt that even the Li Clearcloud and Feng Xiaotian next to him, their expressions became 

unnatural too. 

Hegemon Realm and Emperor Realm, the gap was too big! 

Ye Yuan swept a glance, 63 Hegemon Realms! 

This should be all of Heaven One’s strength. 

“Hahaha … Terrific lad, you really gained face for Master! Well done! Beautifully executed!” Cloudmount 

immediately let out a loud laugh when he saw Ye Yuan. 



The expressions of the others all seemed rather unnatural. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “You Jin was killed by Eldest Senior Brother. It’s him who gained face for 

Master!” 

Li Clearcloud shot Ye Yuan a glare and said, “Don’t give me that! Could it be that I, this eldest senior 

brother, can still snatch credit with Little Junior Brother? It was you who advocated it strongly, 

mobilizing forces out of South Qi and attacking Giant Net! It was also you who suppressed the Light of 

Blood Eye, sweeping away all under Emperor Realm, that I could cut You Jin down. If he relied on the 

Light of Blood Eye, I really wouldn’t have been able to kill him!” 

This was like Bloodpromise attacking South Qi in the past. Feng Xiaotian could resist three to five origin 

powerhouses by relying on the power of the grand array! 

You Jin was a Hegemon Realm powerhouse to begin with. If he relied on the power of the Light of Blood 

Eye, blocking Li Clearcloud was still a cinch. 

Listening to these two apprentice brothers declining modestly, the other Hegemons had indescribable 

feelings. 

Consecutive great victories, the limelight had all been snatched away by Cloudmount’s lineage. 

This fellow was really like the noonday sun currently. 

Bringing up a Hegemon Realm, an origin powerhouse who could kill a Hegemon Realm, and also, an 

even more monstrous one that ran to the blood race and became the blood race’s Blood Divine Son. 

This was too demoralizing. 

“Alright, alright. Your contributions, the alliance will naturally make a judgment. Don’t need to argue any 

more. Ye Yuan, this lord asks you, what’s the deal with your blood origin?” Divine Lord asked 

Mentioning this, Ye Yuan’s face revealed a hint of solemness. 

Seeing Ye Yuan’s expression changed, the other Hegemons also felt a chill run down their backs. 

After Ye Yuan finished talking about the Chaos Bloodstone, the expressions of the Hegemons all became 

solemn. 

The joy of the great victory was also swept away clean. What replaced it was deep worry. 

They thought that the blood race’s strongest person was Wang Zuo. 

Who knew that the blood race was actually born from a Chaos Bloodstone! 

Judging from what Ye Yuan described, once this evil stone hatched, it would surely be a calamity! 

Hegemon Cloudmount looked at Ye Yuan and only said after some time, “You brat … you’re really 

messing around too much! Do you know that you’re treating your life as a joke?” 

Although Ye Yuan played it down, what kind of character was Hegemon Cloudmount? How could he not 

know the dangers involved? 



This Chaos Bloodstone was the mother stone of the blood race. Its power could be seen at a glance! 

Playing schemes with this thing, it was equivalent to dancing on the edge of a knife. 

Any slip-ups and that would be a fatal consequence. 

He did not expect that Ye Yuan actually succeeded! 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “The arrow was notched on the bow and have no choice but to release it! Such 

a massive secret, how can it do if I don’t personally go and take a look? Although it was a little 

dangerous, there were some harvests when all things were considered. This wisp of blood origin 

rendered a great contribution.” 

The group of Hegemons was speechless. A puny little Saint Sovereign Heaven actually conned a trace of 

blood origin from the blood race’s mother stone! 

Too freaking impressive! 

Divine Lord mused for a moment and said, “Ye Yuan, can you let this lord take a look at this blood 

origin?” 

Ye Yuan nodded slightly, the origin of blood in his body suddenly erupting. 

The expressions of all the Hegemons instantly changed. 

Divine Lord’s pupils constricted, and he cried out in surprise, ‘This … What pure power of origin! No 

wonder, no wonder you can suppress the Light of Blood Eye! This Chaos Bloodstone is too terrifying!” 

Those present were all Hegemon Realms. They were too familiar with the power of origin. 

They had fought countless times with the blood race’s powerhouses and similarly understood the origin 

of blood extremely well. 

But, even if it was Wang Zuo’s power of origin, it was also not as pure as this wisp! 

This was the real origin power of blood! 

Looking at a leopard through a tube, to see only one spot. They were able to imagine the horror of that 

chaos bloodstone. 

“Once this Chaos Bloodstone is born, that will surely be the disaster of all the heavens! How can there 

be such a monstrous thing in this world? The blood race has really concealed things so deeply!” 

Hegemon Chaos Bloodstone said with an emotional sigh. 

The other Hegemons nodded one after another. They felt pressure too. 

But, following that, it was deep helplessness. 

They were powerless to change this situation. 

Ye Yuan said, “Seniors, if my guesses are right, Wang Zuo will definitely request the Chaos Bloodstone to 

take back this wisp of blood origin! I came here to request everyone to take action and help me to 



suppress this wisp of blood origin! Also, just nice, everyone can take this opportunity to gauge the Chaos 

Bloodstone’s strength.” 

In reality, Ye Yuan also did not know the Chaos Bloodstone’s strength. 

He only knew that it was very strong. But just how strong, his realm was too low, and he was unable to 

perceive it at all. 

But these Hegemons could gauge it! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2904: Chaos Bloodstone Makes a Move! Peak Showdown! 

Lord Wang Zuo exploded once more! 

His roar spread throughout the entire Blood God Temple’s space. 

“Ye Yuan” two words seemed particularly grating on the ears. 

Everyone was silent like cicadas in winter. 

Giant Net City was leveled to the ground. This was really a slap to the blood race’s face. 

For thousands of years, when had the blood race suffered such a miserable defeat before? 

What was even more damning was that Ye Yuan relied on the origin of blood to suppress the Light of 

Blood Eye. That was how he attained an unprecedented great victory. 

This was really a joke! 

The mother stone acknowledged Ye Yuan and bestowed Ye Yuan the origin of blood. 

Then Ye Yuan used the origin of blood and ravaged the blood race, eliminating Hegemon You Jin. 

This victory was simply a huge irony! 

Wang Zuo’s face burned fiery hot. 

He hated it! 

He never dreamed that Ye Yuan actually really dared to lead the Heaven One army to raid Giant Net 

City. 

But what could I do? 

Can I go and tell the mother stone: You idiot, you picked the wrong person! 

Isn’t this courting death? 

But now, it was out of the question if he did not go. Ye Yuan’s existence was a huge latent danger. He 

had to tell the mother stone that it was wrong! 

After calming down, Wang Zuo held fidgety emotions as he stepped into the void. 

The beating of the heart was still going strong 
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Wang Zuo took a deep breath, a faintly discernible undulation transmitted out of his body. This was 

Wang Zuo’s communication method with the mother stone. 

Suddenly, that powerful beating suddenly stopped. 

The entire void space was actually going to collapse. 

At the same time, the entire Blood God Temple started trembling. 

“What is going on? I-Is the sky going to fall?” In the Blood God Temple many people did not know the 

inner reason and started panicking. 

And those blood race core powerhouses, each and every one had solemn expressions. 

They knew that the mother stone was enraged. 

Wang Zuo knelt down before the Chaos Bloodstone, breaking out into a cold sweat. 

The pressure that the Chaos Bloodstone gave him was too great! 

He knew that this was the consequence. 

The paramount mother stone was actually blind! 

How humiliating was this! 

Even Lord Wang Zuo trembled with fear in front of the Chaos Bloodstone. That puny little Saint 

Sovereign Heaven actually cheated it of its origin of blood! 

To the Chaos Bloodstone, this was unprecedented humiliation! 

That ant-like little fellow? 

Too weak! 

It could turn him to ashes with a thought. 

But it was such an ant that actually conned him of a trace of blood origin. 

No idea how long had passed either, the Chaos Bloodstone finally quietened down. 

The originally crumbling void actually started to be repaired. 

An intangible undulation transmitted out of the Chaos Bloodstone. 

Wang Zuo groveled, another series of fluctuations transmitting out, recounting the entire matter of Ye 

Yuan. 

The Chaos Bloodstone fell into silence. 

Clearly, this little fellow surprised him greatly. 

However, no matter how formidable, he was also just a little fellow. 

In front of absolute power, any schemes were all futile. 



Suddenly, a drop of blood essence floated out of the Chaos Bloodstone. It was precisely that drop of 

blood essence from Ye Yuan’s body. 

When Wang Zuo saw it, he could not help being overjoyed. 

Ye Yuan was dead for sure! 

A series of blood-colored light halos transmitted out of the Chaos Bloodstone, entering that drop of 

blood essence. 

Wang Zuo had an excited look. Killing Ye Yuan had practically already become his top priority. 

Once the mother stone made a move, that punk absolutely could not escape. 

This drop of blood essence was the hostage! 

What was laughable was that Ye Yuan actually dared to hand his blood essence over to the mother 

stone. 

Using this drop of blood essence, the mother stone would be able to deal a backlash to the original 

body, directly killing the other party. 

But, one breath, ten breaths, a hundred breaths passed. 

The Chaos Bloodstone did not have any activities. 

What the hell? 

Did killing a True Sovereign Heaven need so long? 

Bang! 

That drop of blood essence exploded, instantly turning into nothingness. 

The Chaos Mother Stone that had already calmed down became enraged again. 

Wang Zuo had a stunned face. 

What was going on? 

The mother stone could not kill Ye Yuan? 

An undulation spread out, and Wang Zuo instantly understood. 

This drop of blood essence was not Ye Yuan’s! 

Wang Zuo could not help drawing a breath of cold air. 

This … was too inconceivable! 

Ye Yuan used other people’s blood essence to pass himself off? 

Furthermore, it actually even worked! 

What kind of existence was the Chaos Bloodstone? He knew all too well! 



A powerful existence capable of creating a race was absolutely an existence that saw through all life 

penetratingly. 

But it was actually deceived by a little fellow who did not even reach the Emperor Realm! 

Of course, if he knew that the wisp of Dao sword that Ye Yuan left behind was currently lying dormant in 

the Chaos Bloodstone quietly, he would definitely be even more shocked. 

Another ripple of undulation spread out. Wang Zuo roused himself again. 

There was still the origin of blood! 

The blood essence was not Ye Yuan’s, but the origin of blood was given to Ye Yuan! 

Clearly, the Chaos Bloodstone was truly enraged. 

A powerful origin power came off from it, directly passing through the void and reaching into the 

distance. 

Far-reaching, unrestrained, but with boundless power! 

“It’s here!” 

Ye Yuan’s entire body trembled, directly spewing out a mouthful of blood mist. 

That force had not arrived yet, and he already felt a boundless pressure. 

The expressions of the Hegemons instantly changed. 

Too strong! 

“Is … Is this the power of the Chaos Bloodstone? There’s actually still such a terrifying existence hidden 

in the blood race! Too scary!” Divine Lord’s hair stood on end, feeling enormous pressure. 

“So strong! How can there be such a terrifying existence in this world?” 

“What an evil power! Once this thing is born, I’m afraid that the entire 33 Heavens will be plunged into 

despair.” 

This power of origin was tyrannical to the extreme. 

The Chaos Bloodstone stopped concealing itself. It also had no need to hide anymore. 

The origin of blood was already bestowed on Ye Yuan. The Heaven One’s various races naturally knew 

about his existence too. 

Within Ye Yuan’s body, that wisp of blood origin was already eager to cause trouble, virtually breaking 

out of his body. 

Once it emerged, it would definitely blow his entire body up. 

On Ye Yuan’s body, his skin started splitting apart, blood mist spurting out like it was free. 



“What are you still in a stupor for? Still not making a move, Ye Yuan is going to die!” Hegemon 

Cloudmount roared, a boundlessly powerful origin power flooding out crazily, directly injecting into Ye 

Yuan’s body 

The others also abruptly startled awake, one powerful origin power after another directly firing into Ye 

Yuan’s body. 

Ye Yuan only felt that there were countless powerful gases within his body that were currently circling 

around crazily. 

These powerful gases were like one bomb after another that could blow him into smithereens at any 

time. 

One power of origin after another suppressed the origin of blood. 

At this time, the insides of Ye Yuan’s body had already become a battlefield. 

The battlefield for the group of Hegemons and the Chaos Bloodstone to wrestle with strength! 

This was completely dancing on the edge of a knife. A single misstep and Ye Yuan would die until not 

even dregs remained. 

This was a soundless battlefield. It would not shock the heavens and make the earth quake. 

But it was absolutely dangerous to the extreme. 

Very soon, the Chaos Bloodstone’s power of origin suddenly descended. 

That feeling was like a giant battleship had covered the sky and blotted out the sun as it descended! 

It was as if the end of the world had come! 

Ye Yuan’s two eyes went dark, almost fainting away. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2905: Mutual Destruction! 

Ye Yuan felt like his dantian was about to explode. 

A tremendous power was towing the origin of blood, wanting to pull it out of his body. 

Fortunately, dozens of Hegemon Realms made a move at the same time. 

This power was sufficient to obliterate heaven and decimate the earth! 

It was also Ye Yuan’s first time feeling the power of Hegemons’ origin power! 

That kind of power originated from Heavenly Dao and carried the might of heaven. 

This feeling undoubtedly had tremendous benefits for Ye Yuan. 

In the future, it had tremendous reference significance when he stepped into the origin realm or even 

the Hegemon Realm. 

But at this time, he could not care less. 
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He was currently like a grinding disc, being scrubbed back and forth by two formidable forces. 

Want to die! 

This was Ye Yuan’s only feeling at this time. 

Too strong! 

Although the collision this time was not a physical showdown, the showdown of origins held other 

dangers! 

He spurted blood fog from his mouth wildly, instantly falling into the brink of death. 

And right at this time, a powerful life force poured into his physical body, healing his injuries frenziedly. 

“Guard your heart. Bring out your Dao sword and suppress the origin of blood! This thing is very 

important to both you and us. We mustn’t let him take it back!” Hegemon Cloudmount’s words sounded 

in Ye Yuan’s ears. 

This life force was extremely strong. Although his physical body was constantly being destroyed, it was 

also being frenziedly healed. 

The power of a Hegemon was unimaginable! 

Ye Yuan’s heart stirred slightly, hurriedly converging his mind, Dao sword suspending in his dantian, 

suppressing the origin of blood. 

This wisp of blood origin was not strong. Ye Yuan’s strength was sufficient to suppress it. 

The Chaos Bloodstone had high regard for Ye Yuan because of the aura of the Dao sword. It naturally 

would not harm him. 

This wisp of blood origin was just to help him comprehend the Dao of origin. But it became 

incomparably berserk under the Chaos Bloodstone’s calling, desperately wanting to break free from Ye 

Yuan’s constraints. 

Ye Yuan’s Dao sword burst forth with a powerful pressure, forcibly suppressing this origin power in his 

dantian. 

As for the outside world’s raging storm, that was not something that he could intervene in. 

Presumably, with dozens of Hegemons joining hands, it would not be to an extent of being unable to 

deal with a Chaos Bloodstone, right? 

After all, this was not his main body descending in person. 

Sure enough, in both sides’ origin battle, the Heaven One Hegemons took the upper hand very quickly. 

Especially Divine Lord as well as Hegemon Cloudmount, Hegemon Blacksun, these few. Their strength 

was really formidable to the extreme. 

It was also Ye Yuan’s first time feeling Divine Lord’s strength. His power of origin was like a dazzling sun, 

beating everyone’s power of origin. 



But this silent confrontation was dangerous to the extreme. 

If not for Hegemon Cloudmount protecting Ye Yuan, he would long have been wrecked into residues. 

Although they took the upper hand, each Hegemon’s face had solemnity written all over it. 

There were dozens of Hegemons taking action at the same time! 

This kind of terrifying line-up was sufficient to obliterate heaven and decimate the earth. It actually 

merely suppressed the Chaos Bloodstone! 

The other party was too strong! 

“This thing is too strong! If its main body descended in person, we can’t resist at all!” Divine Lord’s face 

revealed an unprecedented solemn expression. 

Hegemon Blacksun also said in a solemn voice, “What the hell is this thing? Its wicked aura is surging to 

the sky! If this thing is born, I’m afraid that it will be able to sweep across the 33 Heavens on its own!” 

Hegemon Cloudmount said, “This thing coexists with the blood race. The stronger the blood race is, the 

greater his strength! Now, the momentum of its rise is probably unstoppable already!” With one 

sentence, everyone fell silent. 

This was a huge crisis! 

“This is no longer our Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven’s affair! We must break through the boundary 

wall and announce to all the heavens and deal with the blood race together! At this rate, it’s not 

impossible for the 33 Heavens to fully fall into the enemy’s hands!” Hegemon Blacksun said. 

Divine Lord said in a solemn voice, “It’s no use! I’ve long contacted the fellow daoists in the other 

heavens, but I can’t contact them at all now! Most likely, the crisis of the boundary wall has already 

swept throughout all the heavens! Furthermore, with our current situation, we can’t break through the 

boundary wall at all!” 

“I’ll go!” Suddenly a voice interrupted. 

The group of Hegemons were taken aback and could not help looking at Ye Yuan in surprise. 

You, a lower True Sovereign Heaven, wanted to traverse through the heavens? 

You’re kidding me! 

But Ye Yuan did not have this self-awareness and said in a solemn voice, “No matter what, we should 

make a trip to the heavens! Fighting the enemy separately like this, we’ll only each be routed by the 

blood race in the end! Even if I bring back some news, it will be of tremendous help to us too!” 

His words made the group of Hegemons fall silent. 

Back then, when the Labyrinth Divine Palace swept throughout the heavens, it provoked all the heavens’ 

Hegemons to join forces before they managed to suppress it. 

But currently, all the heavens were fighting the enemy on their own and were unable to resist the blood 

race at all. 



One shouldn’t look at how the Heaven One Alliance achieved successive victories currently. Those were 

just miracles created by Ye Yuan by relying on numerous means. 

But this kind of miracle actually only affected those below the Emperor Realm. 

The battle situation above Emperor Realm did not change in the slightest. 

Even if a Hegemon was killed, Heaven One was still in an absolute weak state of affairs. 

Furthermore, the blood race became increasingly stronger, the end result would still be the Absolute 

Heaven Barrier being breached and Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven falling into the enemy’s hands! 

This kind of outcome, everyone was actually mentally prepared since a long time ago. 

It was just a matter of time. 

Divine Lord nodded and said, “What Ye Yuan said is right. We should make a trip to the various heavens! 

It’s just …” 

Ye Yuan said, “Just let Master Cloudmount assist me. I’ll naturally have a way to pass through the 

boundary wall!” 

When the group of Hegemons heard, they were extremely surprised. 

Sending a True Sovereign Heaven out of the boundary wall, this was simply a fantasy tale! 

Everyone was currently discussing it when Ye Yuan’s expression suddenly changed. 

The origin of blood within his body became berserk once again! 

“Sh*t, that guy wants to detonate the origin of blood!” Hegemon Cloudmount cried out in alarm. 

At the outside world, the Chaos Bloodstone also became extremely irascible after suffering a silent loss? 

Detonating the origin of blood caused tremendous harm to his main body too. 

Unless there were no alternatives, he did not want to as well. 

But at this time, he felt that he was being schemed against by Ye Yuan in all manner. This time, he even 

mobilized dozens of Hegemon Realm powerhouses to encircle and suppress him. This genuinely enraged 

him. 

Hence, he wanted to kill Ye Yuan at all costs! 

Detonating the blood origin, this was something that happened internally. No matter how strong the 

Hegemons were, they were unable to stop it too. 

Sensing the terrifying fluctuations coming off Ye Yuan’s body, Hegemon Cloudmount’s eyes turned 

bloodshot. 

He was too satisfied with this disciple! 

If Ye Yuan died here, he would be overwhelmed to the extent where he wished that he was dead! 

“Pffft!” 



Ye Yuan spurted a mouthful of fresh blood wildly, the blood origin swelling crazily. His Dao sword was 

almost unable to suppress it anymore. 

His body was like a balloon being inflated with air, swelling up rapidly. 

If he exploded, he would be ground to dust! No matter how weak an origin was, that was also an origin! 

This kind of thing should never have existed in a True Sovereign Heaven’s body in the first place. 

If an origin detonated, that power would be absolutely horrifying! 

Ye Yuan also did not expect that the Chaos Bloodstone would actually risk mutual destruction and 

detonate the blood origin! At the critical moment, a hint of ruthlessness flashed across Ye Yuan’s eyes! 

He controlled the Dao sword and stabbed over toward that trace of blood origin! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2906: Forced Fusion! Severely Wounding the Chaos Bloodstone! 

With regards to this trace of blood origin, Ye Yuan had always stayed as far away from it as possible. 

After all, it was too powerful. 

He had always been studying this trace of blood origin, hoping to be able to pry into the blood race’s 

secrets. 

It was just that this thing was too profound, his realm was not there yet, and he could not understand it. 

But this time, he had no choice anymore! 

If he allowed it to detonate freely, he would be dead for sure! 

Hence, he controlled the Dao sword and chopped toward the blood origin. 

This was not for the sake of destroying the blood origin, but … to forcefully integrate it! 

as 

The Dao sword was born from Ye Yuan’s lifetime comprehension of Great Dao. It was his supremely 

powerful treasure that he derived from destroying a world. 

How much potential this thing had, even he himself did not know either. 

At least, he could accomplish things that many people could not do. 

Such as suppressing the blood race’s blood essence! 

This showed that Ye Yuan’s Dao surmounted many things to begin with. 

No matter how strong the origin of blood, it was also just a type of origin power that was born from 

heaven and earth. 

Even if it was all-encompassing, it was also impossible to be greater than heaven! 

But Ye Yuan’s Dao sword was an item that evoked heaven’s jealousy. 
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It was born from Heavenly Dao but also different from Heavenly Dao. 

Hence, Ye Yuan had no choice. He could only forcefully integrate it and forcibly refine it, turning this 

wisp of origin power into his own! 

This origin of blood did not belong to Ye Yuan. It was just the Chaos Bloodstone ‘lending’ it to Ye Yuan to 

use. 

But at this time, Ye Yuan was going to seize it for himself! 

An all-encompassing aura was released from the Dao sword. That was akin to all roads leading to Rome 

that belonged to Great Dao! 

Under this power, the blood origin seemed to have been hit by a paralyzing hex. 

Following that, the Dao sword transformed into thousands of fine strands, forcibly penetrating into that 

trace of blood origin. 

Forced fusion! 

The outside world could not see this scene at all. 

Each Hegemon’s face revealed an extremely worried expression. 

And over at the Chaos Bloodstone there, although he did not speak, judging from his aura, he was 

clearly proud of himself to the extreme. 

That pleasure of taking revenge seeped through the power of origin, showing itself to the Hegemons. 

“Damn it! If the power of origin crumbles, a True Sovereign Heaven definitely can’t withstand it! This 

time, Ye Yuan is really dead for sure!” Divine Lord said agitatedly. 

“This damn thing actually did not stint to damage his own strength in order to kill a lower True Sovereign 

Heaven!” Zhou Pinespring also said with a look of grief and indignation. 

Hegemon Cloudmount’s two eyes even turned blood-red, urging his own origin power crazily, fighting 

back against the Chaos Bloodstone! 

“Die! Die! Die! All attack ruthlessly for me! Your Father must make this guy pay the price!” Cloudmount 

roared. This was the disciple that he cherished the most. Now, he was actually going to die in front of 

him. 

He could not stand it! 

Although Ye Yuan became his disciple for a short time, Ye Yuan indeed suited his taste very much. 

That imposing aura that showed disdain on the world, that sort of fanaticism and madness toward 

Alchemy Dao. It was virtually identical to him back then! 

But now, Ye Yuan was actually going to die! 

Feeling Hegemon Chaos Bloodstone’s lament and resentment, Divine Lord and the rest also urged their 

origin power crazily, attempting to inflict serious injuries on the Chaos Bloodstone. 



He was also hoping to stop the Chaos Bloodstone from detonating the blood origin through this kind of 

method. 

But, this was futile. 

If the Chaos Bloodstone wanted to detonate the blood origin, it was merely a matter of a thought. 

This was already irreversible! 

But it was certainly very hard for the Chaos Bloodstone’s power of origin to want to break through the 

blockade of dozens of Hegemons. 

But it was not difficult to get away! 

This guy’s origin power was born from heaven and earth. It was extremely pure and powerful, 

surmounting all the Hegemons! 

That shocking origin of blood gradually faded away. 

The group of Hegemons obstructed and intercepted and failed to stop him. 

Furthermore, his retreat was unhurried, as if to express mockery to the group of Hegemons. 

But suddenly, this origin power suddenly paused, instantly weakening. 

How could the Hegemons let this chance go? Origin powers smashed over towards the Chaos 

Bloodstone frenziedly. 

The originally powerful origin of blood was pressed on the ground by dozens of Hegemons at this time 

and being drubbed! 

Even if they were unable to eradicate it, it caused tremendous damage to him! 

A confrontation of origin powers was extremely dangerous to begin wide. 

With this, it was sufficient for the Chaos Bloodstone to bite off more than he could chew. 

It was just that they were perplexed in their hearts. What was going on with this Chaos Bloodstone? 

Swoosh! 

The origin of blood could not withstand such terrifying attacks, retreating like tidewater. 

When he came, he was fearsomely powerful, making the dozens of Hegemons feel like they were facing 

a great enemy. 

But when he left, he was panicky like a dog that lost its home! 

This battle was a complete victory! 

“This … What on earth is going on here? His power of origin seems to have suffered a serious injury!” 

Divine Lord said with a frown. 

Cloudmount shuddered and cried out in surprise, “Ye Yuan! It must be Ye Yuan!” 



The group of Hegemons no longer pursued the Chaos Bloodstone and returned to Ye Yuan’s side. 

Ye Yuan was safe and sound! 

But, the aura of blood exuding from his body made everyone’s faces change slightly. 

The forced fusion succeeded! 

But Ye Yuan’s body was tainted with a terrifying origin of blood! 

This made his aura change drastically. 

At this time, the feeling that Ye Yuan gave the Hegemons was like they were facing a bloodkin. 

“Ye Yuan, are … are you alright?” Hegemon Cloudmount asked with concern. 

Ye Yuan slowly opened both eyes. Sucking in a deep breath, he shook his head and said, “I’m fine. Just 

now, in my moment of desperation, I forcefully integrated the origin of blood! Now … it has already 

become a part of my Dao sword!” 

The Hegemons drew a breath of cold air. 

This guy was too crazy! 

Fusing origin this sort of thing, was no different from courting death! 

This guy actually fused it just like that? 

Power of origin was the Great Dao that others comprehended, it could not be copied at all. 

The path that each person took was different. 

Forcefully combining other people’s path with your own path, this was completely a death-seeking 

action. 

A single misstep and it would be the result of foundation collapsing. 

This was also the reason why it was so hard for Hegemon Realms to be born. 

Your path, you could only walk yourself! 

Ye Yuan actually integrated it just like this? 

Furthermore, it even worked? 

However, it was precisely because of Ye Yuan’s madness that they could deal a deadly blow to the Chaos 

Bloodstone, inflicting heavy wounds on the Chaos Bloodstone. 

It was just that at this time, the bloody energy on Ye Yuan’s body billowed to the sky. Judging from his 

aura, he was completely a bloodkin already. 

“Hahaha, terrific lad! Master knew that you’d be fine!” Hegemon Cloudmount said with a loud laugh. 

Zhou Pinespring rolled his eyes and said, “Just now, wonder whose eyes turned red and said that he was 

going to avenge Junior Brother!” 



Hegemon Cloudmount said in a great rage, “You scoundrel, do you want to betray your master?” 

The corners of Zhou Pinespring’s mouth twitched slightly, and he stopped talking. Ye Yuan looked at the 

master and disciple two people and could not help smiling. 

Of course, he felt a warm current flow through in his heart. 

This master was acknowledged correctly! 

“Ye Yuan, then do you … belong to the blood race or human race now?” Hegemon Blacksun suddenly 

said in a solemn voice. 

The moment these words came out, everyone’s expressions changed. 

What was the meaning of this? 

Hegemon Cloudmount’s face turned black, and he said in a great rage, “Blacksun, what do you mean? Of 

course Ye Yuan is a human!” 

But Hegemon Blacksun said, “If he has been assimilated by the blood race? If he’s only brushing you off 

right now?” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2907: Headed for the Soul Clan! 

The group of Hegemons fell silent. 

There was indeed this possibility! 

Blood slaves being controlled by the blood race were not easy to be discovered when placed in a crowd. 

Let alone that Ye Yuan, this ‘blood slave’, was personally assimilated by the mother stone! 

“This … I have no way of proving,” Ye Yuan spread his two hands out and said very shamelessly. 

He indeed had no way of proving it. 

He looked completely like a bloodkin from head to toe currently. 

The moment these words came out, many Hegemons’ expressions changed one after another. 

While Blacksun smiled coldly and said, “Since you’re unable to prove yourself, then you’re a huge hidden 

danger to us! Divine Lord, this boy … can’t be kept alive!” 

The moment these words came out, Hegemon Cloudmount immediately objected, saying angrily, “F*ck 

you, Blacksun, you blood thing, do you want to spar with this seat? Come, come, come! If I don’t beat 

you until you cry for your mother, this seat absolutely won’t stop!” 

While talking, Hegemon Cloudmount’s overwhelming aura was monstrous. The entire Absolute Heaven 

Barrier started to tremble. 

He did not look like he was joking in the slightest. He was really going to exert his utmost strength. 
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This stance, he was already going to rescind his power to the Absolute Heaven Barrier and fight to the 

death with Hegemon Blacksun. 

Hegemon Blacksun’s expression also changed drastically. Clearly, he did not expect that Hegemon 

Cloudmount was actually being serious. 

He turned hostile at the drop of hate, it frightened the other Hegemons badly too. 

Hegemon Cloudmount’s function in the Absolute Heaven Barrier was that of the main pillar! 

If he revolted, then the consequence would be disastrous. 

Divine Lord frowned and said, “Fellow Daoist Cloudmount, please hold your horses first! If there’s 

anything, let’s discuss it clearly. We mustn’t easily take action and let the blood race have an 

opportunity to exploit!” 

Hegemon Cloudmount bristled with anger and said with a cold smile, “What rubbish! Xue Ziming, don’t 

think that this seat doesn’t understand, you have this intention too! But have you thought before how 

many amazing contributions Ye Yuan has made in these short few decades! You guys actually kicked him 

to the curb like this after he has outlived his usefulness. Do you feel that Your Father is easily bullied?” 

Hegemon Cloudmount was not a fool, let alone someone who angered easily. 

Him exploding like this, he had naturally already thought it over in his heart. 

Although Blacksun’s words were unpleasant, what he said represented the thoughts of the vast majority 

of the Hegemons! 

Was Ye Yuan very impressive? 

Yes! 

Too impressive! 

But it was also precisely because of this that this bomb was too terrifying to be placed in the alliance! 

It was terrifying to the degree that even Divine Lord was fearful of it. 

This person had just scammed even the Chaos Bloodstone! 

But Hegemon Cloudmount did not care about these at all. Ye Yuan was his disciple, his most valued 

disciple! 

Even if everyone did not stand on Ye Yuan’s side, he had to stand on Ye Yuan’s side too! 

No one expected that Hegemon Cloudmount actually valued Ye Yuan so much and actually directly fell 

out. 

Him directly calling Divine Lord’s name was virtually equivalent to making a decisive break away. 

This already represented his attitude! 

Want to kill Ye Yuan? It was absolutely impossible! 



Divine Lord also felt a headache and said, “Fellow Daoist Cloudmount, don’t get angry first. This lord also 

didn’t say to kill Ye Yuan! It’s just that we’re burdened with everyone’s expectations. No mistakes can be 

allowed! With Ye Yuan’s state, we have to figure out what’s going on, isn’t that so?” 

Cloudmount snorted coldly and said, “This seat will vouch for him! Ye Yuan absolutely won’t betray the 

alliance! If you all can’t figure out what’s going on, then think of a way to figure it out! But, if anyone 

dares to touch a single hair of Ye Yuan’s, even if I abandon the Absolute Heaven Barrier, I’ll also get 

justice back!” 

The expressions of the group of Hegemons became incomparably awkward. 

This was being completely unreasonable. 

But this kind of unreasonableness made Ye Yuan feel a warmth in his heart. 

From start to end, he had unconditional faith in him and never even asked a word. 

Hegemon Blacksun wanted to kill him. Hegemon Cloudmount even directly exploded without even 

thinking. 

With such a master, what more could one ask for! 

At this time, Zhou Pinespring also said coolly, “This set will advance and retreat together with Master!” 

Li Clearcloud also stood beside Ye Yuan and said coolly, “I, this eldest senior brother, isn’t a Hegemon 

Realm yet. My words carry little weight. But, before killing Ye Yuan, you have to kill me first!” 

Feng Xiaotian did not say anything. He just stood beside Ye Yuan silently. 

The attitude was self-explanatory. 

The expressions of the Hegemons changed again. 

There was no need to talk about Zhou Pinespring this Hegemon powerhouse. Li Clearcloud was a huge 

potential stock too. 

Once these master and disciples three people withdrew, the Heaven One Alliance would virtually be 

equivalent to dissolving. 

This consequence would be severe. 

Ye Yuan felt touched in his heart. Originally, he was still somewhat conflicted about acknowledging a 

master. 

But now, he only felt that this decision was incomparably right. 

For a moment, the atmosphere was somewhat awkward. 

Both sides were in a stalemate, neither able to open their mouths. 

Did the concerns of Divine Lord they all not make any sense? 

Of course it did! 



Ye Yuan’s situation was a huge latent danger to them. 

His current realm was still low. After he entered Emperor Realm, that impact would be huge! 

Presently, Ye Yuan was already the entire Heaven One’s legendary figure. 

If this kind of character became a bloodkin, this was undoubtedly a massive joke. 

This effect was pretty much the same as the Blood Divine Son. 

It was just that the blood race could afford the loss, but Heaven One could not afford to lose! 

Ye Yuan suddenly took a step forward and said with clasped hands, “Master, seniors, there’s actually no 

need to be troubled over this matter. Previously, I said before that I’m going to leave Grand Brightjade 

Complete Heaven. As long as I’m not here, all the latent dangers naturally won’t exist either. If I’m in the 

various heavens and can bring back some useful intel, or even the way to defeat the blood race, then 

everyone naturally won’t need to suspect anything anymore too.” 

Hegemon Cloudmount’s pupils constricted and said, “You’re really leaving? You have to know, there are 

too many perils in the various heavens. There isn’t Master to protect you there! Once you encounter 

danger, nobody can save you!” 

In Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven, Hegemon Cloudmount was a god-like existence. 

Even if the dozens of Hegemons on the scene wanted to kill Ye Yuan, he could protect him too. 

But, if he went to other planes, it would be beyond Hegemon Cloudmount’s reach. 

Ye Yuan nodded his head firmly and said, “Yes, Disciple has a reason that I must go!” 

His reason was Mu Lingxue! 

At present, Ye Yuan’s Divine Emergence had already been cultivated to late-stage second level. It was 

already not far from the third level! 

Once he broke through to the third level, Ye Yuan would be able to re-condense Mu Lingxue’s divine 

soul and revive her! 

He had waited too long for this day! 

Over at Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven this side, the blood race was turned upside down, and the 

Chaos Bloodstone was seriously injured too. 

Within a short time, there should not be too many dangers on the Heaven One Alliance this side. 

Actually, after Ye Yuan broke through to True Sovereign Heaven, Mi Tian told him that re-condensing 

the divine soul still needed a series of steps and that he had to make a trip to the soul clan. 

Therefore, Ye Yuan did not want to delay a single moment. He only wanted to immediately set off and 

head to the soul clan. 

The soul race did not exist in Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven. 

In the 33 Heavens, each heaven had their own unique race. 



Such as Mi Tian’s hometown, Voidshrine Illuminating Heaven, there were many chaos true spirits! 

And although Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven had many true spirits, there were no true spirits that 

were truly born from chaos. 

The soul race’s most prosperous land was the Nihility Exceeding Balance Heaven! 

This was also Ye Yuan’s destination! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2908: Tearing Through Space and Leaving! 

“Alright …” 

Hegemon Cloudmount mused for a long time but finally still agreed. 

Very clearly, this was the best way. 

To really fight it out to the death, that was not the situation that he wanted to see. 

Otherwise, how could he have guarded this Absolute Heaven Barrier for thousands of years? 

But for Ye Yuan, he would rather fall out with the Hegemons! 

Hearing Hegemon Cloudmount agreed, everyone including Divine Lord let out a long sigh in relief. 

To really talk about strength, even if Hegemon Cloudmount was not as strong as Divine Lord, he was 

also not far off. 

The two were both the most apex Hegemon Realms. 

Once this kind of core figure erupted, then Heaven One Alliance would be completely finished. 

It seemed like Ye Yuan leaving became the best option. 

Ye Yuan looked at Hegemon Cloudmount as well as Zhou Pinespring they all, and he cupped his fists as 

he said, “Many thanks, Master, as well as the trust of Senior Apprentice Brothers. At most 100 years, 

within a hundred years, Ye Yuan will definitely rush back and fight shoulder to shoulder with everyone 

and eradicate the blood race!” 

Hegemon Cloudmount flicked his sleeves, and the unfriendly look on his face grew thicker as he said 

cynically, “Everyone says that the bow is cast aside once the birds are god. The bird isn’t dead yet, and 

some people already want to kick the bow out after its services are no longer needed, cutting off their 

own arm. What a joke! What bullsh*t trust. Don’t look at whatever Heaven One Alliance; actually each 

and every one is harboring ulterior motives! If this was not the case, how could Heaven One not be able 

to even give birth to a single Hegemon Realm for thousands of years??Heh heh?…” 

This sarcasm, if somebody else said it, they would definitely be smacked to death by the Hegemons. 

But no one dared to rebut Hegemon Cloudmount’s words. 

Even Divine Lord had to bottle it up too! 

Right now, under this sort of situation, they could not trigger this old man anymore. 
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The more they said, the more severe the consequences would be. 

… … 

Under a huge ore vein, the barrier of heavens that led to the Nihility Exceeding Balance Heaven was 

hidden! 

This barrier of heavens was extremely hidden. It was hard for ordinary martial artists to reach it too. 

However, to these Hegemons, it was naturally not considered a secret. 

Passing through the barrier of heavens was an extremely difficult thing. 

Not reaching Hegemon Realm, it was incredibly arduous to want to pass through the barrier of heavens. 

Even if it was a Hegemon Realm, tearing through the boundary and heading to other planes was also not 

something that could be done casually. 

Hegemon Cloudmount’s true body came! 

The other Hegemons also sent clones over, witnessing Ye Yuan’s departure. 

Not seeing Ye Yuan leave with their own eyes, they could not set their minds at ease. 

Regarding this, Hegemon Cloudmount naturally turned his nose up in disdain. 

Of course, Hegemon Cloudmount being able to leave temporarily was also thanks to Ye Yuan. 

This series of shocking victories beat the blood race until they could not catch their breath. That was 

how he could leave temporarily. 

“I didn’t expect that you’re actually going to Nihility Exceeding Balance Heaven, that is the territory of 

the soul race! However … Master has once visited the various heavens and myriad worlds. Nihility 

Exceeding Balance Heaven has many Hegemons who owe this old man a favor too! Bring this thing along 

with you. If you really run into some trouble, go and find those few old things. They will naturally make a 

move and help you!” 

As he said, Hegemon Cloudmount passed Ye Yuan a long-stemmed tobacco pipe. 

Seeing this long-stemmed tobacco pipe, Zhou Pinespring and Li Clearcloud’s eyelids quivered, revealing 

disbelieving looks. 

The other Hegemons had shocked faces too. 

Hegemon Cloudmount was a major smoking addict. This long-stemmed tobacco pipe was called 

Treasured Glass Tobacco Pouch. It was his lifeblood! 

This thing had followed him for god knows how many years already. It had never left him! 

Although because of material limitations, it could only be promoted to grade four grandmist treasure 

quality in the end, it held extraordinary meaning to Hegemon Cloudmount! 

Today, he actually gave this treasure to Ye Yuan! 



It could be seen how highly he valued Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan was not a fool either. He could tell the value of this item from the other people’s expressions. 

He shook his head and said, “No way, this thing is too valuable. This disciple can’t accept it!” 

Hegemon Cloudmount glared and said in a solemn voice, “Just take it when I ask you to. What’s with all 

the crap? A lousy grade four grandmist treasure, this seat doesn’t think anything of it!” 

Seeing that Hegemon Cloudmount’s mind was made up, Ye Yuan hesitated for a bit but still accepted it 

and said, “Alright, then Disciple will accept it! Master, rest assured; I’ll definitely bring it back,” 

Hegemon Cloudmount said impatiently, “Already said, just a piece of crap. If it’s thrown away, it’s 

thrown away. Could it be that this seat would still care? Alright, stop talking nonsense. Hurry up and get 

lost! I can’t leave the Absolute Heaven Barrier for too long!” 

Ye Yuan put the Treasured Glass Tobacco Pouch away and nodded slightly as he said, “Then, I’ll have to 

trouble Master!” 

Hegemon Cloudmount said, “Kid, this barrier of heavens isn’t an ordinary existence. This seat can’t send 

you across the boundary at all! The pressure in the chaos will crush you into a meatloaf!” 

It was naturally no big deal for Hegemon Realms to pass through the barrier of heavens. 

But Ye Yuan’s strength was too weak. Even if there was Hegemon Cloudmount’s help, he had to 

withstand tremendous pressure too. 

This pressure was sufficient to crush him to death! 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Master, rest assured; this disciple naturally has his means!” 

Hegemon Cloudmount nodded and said,?“Mn,?in a while, I’ll forcibly break through the barrier of 

heavens. But, while I say that it’s breaking through, actually, a Emperor Vast Heaven will also find it 

difficult to bear the pressure inside! Furthermore, there’s only a brief 15 minutes!” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “Master, please cast the spell!” 

Hegemon Cloudmount stopped being long-winded and urged his powers to start tearing through the 

boundary! 

He also really wanted to see just what means Ye Yuan had, to pass through the barrier of heavens! 

The other Hegemons actually did not really believe it. 

Therefore, that was why they did not care about Hegemon Cloudmount’s biting sarcasm, insisting on 

coming over to take a look. 

If this Hegemon Cloudmount deliberately went easy and said that Ye Yuan left, but he actually did not 

leave, then the problem would be huge. 

The barrier of heavens isolated the 33 Heavens, making the 33 Heavens each become a world. 

Want to pass through the barrier of heavens, not unless one’s strength reached the Hegemon Realm. 



Of course, origin Emperor Sakra Heavens also had the strength to pass through the barrier of heavens. It 

was just that the price was too high. No one was willing to attempt it. 

Hegemon Realms could forcefully tear through the boundary. 

If dozens of Hegemon Realms joined hands, they could even completely link up two worlds, letting 

people with meager strength forcefully pass through the planes. 

Back then, that was how the Labyrinth Divine Palace swept across the 33 Heavens. 

And that battle also alarmed the Hegemons in all the heavens, setting off a shocking great battle of 

Hegemons. 

But, a single Hegemon Realm, even if it was a powerhouse like Hegemon Realm Cloudmount, he was 

unable to completely open up a passageway. 

The powerful pressure in the barrier of heavens was sufficient to crush a puny little True Sovereign 

Heaven like Ye Yuan into minced meat. 

Therefore, they did not believe it! 

Boom! 

A terrifying energy undulation directly infiltrated the barrier of heavens. 

Amidst that thick stretch of chaos, an opening was forcefully opened up. 

It was just that the region of chaos was still very dense. 

Furthermore, that passageway that was being forcibly opened up was currently healing at a rate visible 

to the naked eye! 

Ye Yuan cupped his fists towards Hegemon Cloudmount and the rest and said, “Master and Senior 

Apprentice Brothers, take care. Ye Yuan is leaving!” 

Finished saying, Ye Yuan immediately transformed into a true dragon and tore across the air! 

Only to see Ye Yuan being akin to fish in water amidst that region of chaos, seemingly very comfortable! 

That terrifying chaos pressure was actually unable to do anything to him! 

All the Hegemons were dumbfounded from watching! 

This kid really had so many tricks that it was appalling! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2909: Identifying Family in Another World 

“That … seems like the true dragon clan’s Wandering the Divine Space, right? This kid actually even 

learned such a secret art!” Divine Lord saw through Ye Yuan’s secret art with one glance and was 

extremely shocked. 
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“It’s actually Wandering the Divine Space! Legends have it that when this secret art travels through the 

void, it will meet with no resistance as if entering an unpopulated land! Upon seeing it today, it’s indeed 

extraordinary!” Hegemon Blacksun said in shock. 

“Heard that this secret art can only be grasped by chaos true dragons! This boy is just True Sovereign 

Heaven. His bloodline is already powerful to such a degree?” 

… … 

Seeing Ye Yuan tear across space, each and every one of the Hegemons was dumbfounded with 

amazement. 

It was truly that this secret art was too miraculous. 

Chaos true dragon, even among Hegemons, it was an extremely powerful existence too. 

And Wandering the Divine Space, even Hegemon Realms were incredibly envious too. 

With this secret art, one could travel to and fro freely between the various heavens! 

Originally, Ye Yuan was unable to cultivate this secret art. But, after draining the blood pool twice and 

also having obtained the origin of blood, this greatly strengthened Ye Yuan’s bloodline power. 

Following that, this Wandering the Divine Space was also successfully cultivated. 

Of course, this kind of success naturally could not compare to Mi Tian’s style back then. 

But, with Hegemon Cloudmount’s help, it was enough. 

Seeing this bunch of Hegemons’ shocked appearances, Hegemon Cloudmount felt the delight of having 

taken revenge! 

Your Father’s disciple is amazing! 

You all, this bunch of fellows, I’ll take care of you all sooner or later! 

… … 

Swoosh! 

Ye Yuan landed in a large hall with a look of surprise. 

Within the great hall, a group of people seemed to be currently paying homage, and he rashly barged 

inside just like that. 

The group of people also looked toward him with baffled faces. 

Where did this guy pop out from? 

Ye Yuan’s gaze swept over the hall. This place was an empty cave that was opened up into a great hall by 

someone. 

Above the great hall, there was just a giant statue that was enshrined, looking valiant and thriving, with 

an imposing appearance. 



This statue’s face was actually somewhat blurry. 

However, Ye Yuan still felt that this statue looked somewhat familiar! 

“Bloodkin! Kill!” 

The powerhouses in the great hall finally reacted. 

Following that, it was a frenzied killing intent! 

The group of powerhouses rushed over indiscriminately. 

The bloody aura on Ye Yuan’s body was too thick. It could not help from the people’s eyes and ears at 

all. 

The strength of the cultivators in the hall was not weak. The strongest was a lower Emperor Cloud 

Heaven! 

Just now, this roar was given off by him. 

Apart from this Emperor Cloud Heaven, there were still many True Sovereign Heaven powerhouses in 

the great hall. 

It could be seen that the strength of this sect was not weak. 

Ye Yuan currently had a lot of means, but Sovereign Realm to Emperor Realm was a huge threshold, he 

was currently far from being an Emperor Realm powerhouse’s match. 

Even if it was a lower Emperor Cloud Heaven. 

Ye Yuan also did not expect that he would encounter such danger the moment he came out of the 

barrier of heavens. 

This sect was clearly extremely hostile to the blood race. At this time, the pressure of Emperor Realm 

was fully released, rushing toward Ye Yuan crazily. 

The other True Sovereign Heavens also followed closely behind, cutting off all of Ye Yuan’s escape 

routes. 

Behind him, the barrier of heavens had already recovered. Ye Yuan entered a wolf den all of a sudden, 

with no path of retreat at all. 

Ye Yuan felt his scalp tingle. Suddenly, his eyes landed on the statue and a flash of inspiration came to 

him. He yelled loudly, “Hang Yang!” 

This yell was indeed useful! 

That Emperor Cloud Heaven’s figure stopped, looking at Ye Yuan uncertainly as he said, “You should 

have came out of the barrier of heavens. Why would you know Ancestor’s name?” 

Ye Yuan secretly let out a sigh in relief, thinking to himself that Old Man Cloudmount saved his life! 

Of course, the danger had not passed yet. 



If the bloody aura on his body could not be explained clearly, it would likely still be death. 

Ye Yuan looked at that Emperor Cloud Heaven and said, “Hang Yang is your ancestor, then this place is 

still the Sublime Pill Sect?” 

The Emperor Cloud Heaven’s suspicions grew stronger, and he said with a nod, “That’s right!” 

“Sect Master, what are you being long-winded with this bloodkin for? Ancestor Hang Yang died at the 

hands of the blood race. Let’s kill him and avenge Ancestor!” 

“These few years, how many people from of our Sublime Pill Sect had been killed by the blood race? 

Sect Master, stop talking crap with him!” 

“Kill him!” 

… … 

Ye Yuan’s appearance made these people burn with rage. 

These also let Ye Yuan realize that most likely, the blood race was already wreaking havoc in Nihility 

Exceeding Balance Heaven too! 

But the sect master waved his hand and said, “Let him finish speaking!” 

Seeing the sect master’s attitude, Ye Yuan’s heart calmed down significantly. 

The moment he came out, he felt that this status looked very familiar. 

At that time, he had not reacted to it yet. But, he suddenly recalled that before coming, Hegemon 

Cloudmount told him that he came to Nihility Exceeding Balance Heaven 70 thousand years ago to 

travel. When he just came out of the barrier of heavens, he had once casually given pointers to a youth 

before. 

That youth was Hang Yang. 

The Sublime Pill Sect back then, the strongest person was merely Limitless Sublime Heavenly Stratum. It 

was unbelievably weak. 

The Hang Yang back then was even just Lesser Sublime Heavenly Stratum Realm. He was also an outcast 

in the sect. 

However, this Hang Yang was extremely diligent, hiding in this cave alone and practicing superfluous 

Dao techniques. 

Hegemon Cloudmount had his interest aroused and casually gave Hang Yang some pointers. 

What kind of existence was Hegemon Cloudmount? To a Lesser Sublime Heavenly Stratum, his casual 

giving of pointers was enough to benefit for life. 

However, a Lesser Sublime Heavenly Stratum was just an ant-like existence to a Hegemon Realm. 

Hegemon Cloudmount naturally would not waste much time on him. 

He stayed in the Sublime Pill Sect for five days, then directly left. 



The events afterward, Cloudmount could not be bothered to care at all. 

Before coming, Hegemon Cloudmount covered all details no matter how trivial, telling Ye Yuan about 

everything that he had seen and heard in Nihility Exceeding Balance Heaven. 

Fortunately, Ye Yuan reacted quickly. Otherwise, he would already be dead. 

As for this statue, it was actually greatly different from Cloudmount, so Ye Yuan did not recognize it for 

some time too. 

A Lesser Sublime Hegemon Realm, even if a Hegemon Realm was standing in front of him, he could not 

see his features clearly either. 

What Hang Yang saw was just a blur. 

In reality, if Hegemon Cloudmount did not do it deliberately, even Ye Yuan would not be able to see his 

appearance clearly too. 

This level of existence, every movement and action was Dao! 

Not reaching Emperor Realm, one would not be able to see anything at all! 

Clearly, just five days of guidance, but Hang Yang forged a path that led to heaven, letting a puny little 

Sublime Pill Sect become a major sect. 

Judging from the sect master’s attitude, he knew some things. 

Ye Yuan looked at the sect master, casually took out the Treasured Glass Tobacco Pouch, and said, 

“Since you know something, then you should know about this, right?” 

The sect master’s pupils constricted and he cried out in surprise, “This … This is impossible! How can you 

have this tobacco pouch?” 

Actually, Hang Yang’s strongest impression of Cloudmount was when he was smoking his tobacco 

pouch. 

At that moment, Cloudmount was akin to a god from heaven; blasphemy was not tolerated. 

Only all the way until many years later did he know what kind of existence Cloudmount was. 

However, Cloudmount’s scene of smoking the tobacco pouch could not be sculptured even when Hang 

Yang was at his prime. 

This statue did not have a tobacco pouch, but he replicated a tobacco pouch in addition, to pay homage. 

The sect master knew about this. 

The Treasured Glass Tobacco Pouch in Ye Yuan’s hand was identical with what Hang Yang replicated! 

Therefore, the sect master was shocked! 

Ye Yuan looked at him and said with a sigh, “If my guesses are correct, Hang Yang … should be 

considered my senior apprentice brother!” 



Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2910: Sublime Pill Sects Ancestor! 

The moment these words came out, everyone could not help trembling all over. 

Their ancestor was the senior apprentice brother of this bloodkin in front of him? 

Believe my *ss! 

Sect Master gave a cold laugh and said, “What kind of existence was that person? How can he possibly 

take you, a bloodkin, in as a disciple? Do you think that you can smoke your way through like this?” 

Actually, the sect master already believed it 40%-50%! 

Others did not know, but he knew that this place was where the barrier of heavens was at! 

This person crossed worlds and even carried the tobacco pouch in his hand. This already indicated a 

problem. 

It was just that the only confusing aspect was the blood race aura on Ye Yuan’s body. 

“Over 70 thousand years ago, my master crossed worlds and came …” 

Ye Yuan was not long-winded either, repeating the events that Cloudmount told him about. 

The expression on the sect master’s face became fascinating. 

This secret, Ancestor would only tell it to the sect master! 

And what Ye Yuan said was not the slightest bit off! 

Although it was only a short five days, it was Ancestor Hang Yang’s astonishing fortuitous encounter. 

It was also precisely these five days that opened up Ancestor Hang Yang’s path of cultivation, letting him 

reach Emperor Sakra Heaven later on! 

It also let the Sublime Pill Sect, this measly little sect, rise like a comet! 

Sect Master’s heart shook wildly, but the doubt in his eyes grew stronger, and he said, “That lord was 

born in the human race. Why would he take you in as a disciple? Moreover, you’re just a measly little 

lower True Sovereign Heaven!” 

“I’m not of the blood race, as for this bloody aura …” 

Ye Yuan did not conceal it either, recounting the background of the bloody aura. 

It was just that when these disciples heard it, they all felt like Ye Yuan was boasting. 

“Huhu,?who doesn’t know how to brag? I can even say that I’ve killed a Hegemon before!” 

“Blood race’s Blood Divine Son! You might as well as that you’re Lord Wang Zuo, wouldn’t that be 

better?” 
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“You even transformed into a bloodkin and ran to the blood race to become their Blood Divine 

Son!?Huhu!?Is the blood race so easy to pass off? Do you think that their Hegemon Realms are all 

idiots?” 

“I say, if you’re passing off as a human, can’t you find a better reason? Are you treating us as idiots?” 

“Didn’t you say that you swept across the blood race? Then us, these people, you could find it a cinch, 

right? Come on, try sweeping us away!” 

… … 

Not seeing it with their own eyes, Ye Yuan’s experiences were indeed too fantastical. 

When others heard it, it naturally became boasting. 

But, Sect Master’s eyes flickered indeterminately, and he actually believed him a little more. 

He knew what a terrifying existence that person was! 

The more terrifying Ancestor’s strength became, the more he could feel the unfathomability of that 

person! 

Maybe only such an incredible genius was worthy of being his disciple, right? 

One shouldn’t look at how Ancestor Hang Yang professed to be a disciple; that was actually just gilding 

gold onto his own face. 

That person completely looked down on Ancestor Hang Yang! 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Alright! As long as the sect master doesn’t make a move, it doesn’t matter if 

tenfold more comes.” 

Everyone was taken aback. This guy really dared to go along with it! 

Blatant provocation! 

Sublime Pill Sect’s disciples completely exploded, requesting to battle one after another! 

One had to know that there were still three half-step Emperor Realms among the True Sovereign 

Heavens here. 

There were as many as seven grand completion True Sovereign Heavens here! 

As for those below True Sovereign Heaven, there were dozens of them! 

Sect Master was also somewhat moved and said, “Fine. I won’t make a move!” 

Hence, Sublime Pill Sect’s disciples each rubbed their fists and wiped their palms, wanting to eliminate 

Ye Yuan. 

Since they were taking action, then life and death need not be discussed. 

An hour later, the world was silent. 

Apart from the three half-step Emperor Realms, the rest had all collapsed! 



This was still Ye Yuan pulling his punches. Otherwise, those people would virtually have died out. 

Everyone looked at Ye Yuan with astonished faces. This guy’s strength was too terrifying. 

Below grand completion, one punch each. 

Grand completion realm, took a bit of effort. 

Half-step Emperor Realm, by relying on the Wandering the Divine Space, the other party could not do 

anything to Ye Yuan at all! 

At present, Ye Yuan’s bloodline power had already reached peak battle soul level after experiencing 

several baptisms. 

Jumping realms and battling within True Sovereign Heaven was not much different from eating and 

drinking. 

This time, they somewhat believed it. 

It was because when Ye Yuan was fighting with them, he clearly still had strength to spare. 

It was not impossible to sweep across the blood race! 

When the sect master saw Ye Yuan’s strength, monstrous waves were set off in his heart. 

This was a true genius! 

Only this kind of genius had the qualifications to acknowledge that person as master! 

Ye Yuan took out a heavenly pill and said to the sect master, “This is the Blood Imitation Pill. After 

consuming it, one will be able to simulate the aura of a bloodkin.” 

At this time, the sect master already believed 70%! 

He found a True Sovereign Heaven who consumed the Blood Imitation Pill. Sure enough, that disciple’s 

aura became exactly alike that of a bloodkin! 

With this, everyone was convinced! 

There was really such a miraculous heavenly pill! 

At this point, the sect master drew a deep breath, prostrated on the ground, and said, “Disciple Wang 

Jun pays respect to ancestor! What are you all still in a daze for? You all pay homage to Ancestor every 

day. Now that you’re seeing his disciple, why haven’t you prostrated?” 

The other disciples exchanged glances. In the end, they still went on their knees. 

“Paying respects to Ancestor!” 

Although he foresaw it long ago, Ye Yuan was still somewhat doubtful as he said, “Aren’t you afraid that 

I’m a spy of the blood race?” 

Wang Jun shook his head and said, “During these few thousands of years, our Sublime Pill Sect’s 

powerhouses have dwindled repeatedly. From Ancestor Hang Yang to Emperor Vast Heaven, then to 



Emperor Cloud Heaven, then to me, this incompetent disciple, the sect master has changed three times! 

But Ancestor Hang Yang has passed down, if we see the Treasured Glass Tobacco Pouch one day, we’ll 

have to treat them with the manners of treating our forefather! For our Sublime Pill Sect to be able to 

have today, it was all thanks to Patriarch! Since Patriarch acknowledged Ancestor, then we’ll naturally 

treat you in accordance with the manners of treating our forefathers!” 

Ye Yuan heaved a sigh and said, “It has also been hard on Hang Yang, this senior brother of mine! You all 

probably don’t know our master’s name yet, right?” 

Wang Jun said excitedly, “Ancestor, please inform us!” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “You all remember, our master is Cloudmount, Grand Brightjade Complete 

Heaven’s Extreme Medicine Sect’s ancestor!” 

Wang Jun’s entire body trembled, and he said with amazement, “It … It’s actually Ancestor 

Cloudmount!” 

Cloudmount’s reputation was extremely resounding. Wang Jun had naturally heard of it before too. 

It was just that he did not think that his own ancestor actually had such a great background! 

Ye Yuan nodded slightly and said, “You all didn’t go and cultivate but came here en-mass to pay homage 

to Master. What is it for?” 

He had always been very curious! 

Even if Hang Yang respected and honored his teacher, it was also not to such an extent of making the 

sect’s disciples pay homage every day, right? 

Could it be that these guys all did not need to cultivate? 

Wang Jun smiled bitterly and said, “Getting pointers from Patriarch, my Sublime Pill Sect soared to the 

heaven in one bound, and also became a top sect of Soul Awakening Continent, the disciples under our 

sect nearing ten thousand, powerhouses plentiful as clouds! It’s just a pity that several thousand years 

ago, the blood race came to invade, my Sublime Pill Sect’s powerhouses dwindled to zero. Now … 

there’s only me, one Emperor Realm, remaining!” 

Speaking up to here, Wang Jun could not help quietly shed tears. 

Over the years, too many people died! 

Ye Yuan was secretly shocked in his heart. Was this Nihility Exceeding Balance Heaven actually exactly 

alike Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven too? 

But very soon, he realized that he was wrong! 

In this Nihility Exceeding Balance Heaven, the soul race was the well-deserved overlord. 

Even the human race which spanned across all the heavens were unable to contend with them too. 

There were how many races that could contend with the blood race. However, this soul race was 

precisely one of them! 



It was just that when immortals fight, the little demons suffer! 

At present, the soul race and blood race were at war, but there were not many real fights. 

Both sides were driving out the humans, attacking each other. 

Actually, the ones who died the most were the humans instead! 


